Invincible WPK
June 19 this year marks the 46th anniversary when leader Kim Jong IL of the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea started his work at the Central
Committee of the Worker’s Party of Korea.
Party with clear-cut guiding ideology
Starting his work at the WPK Central Committee, Kim Jong Il made clear his will
to hold fast to the Juche idea authored by President Kim Il Sung as the guiding
ideology of the WPK and thoroughly embody it in the Party building and activities.
Through his energetic ideological and theoretical activities, he proved in a
scientific way that the Juche idea is an original ideology of the revolution, which
correctly represents the requirements of the times and the revolution and the
interests of the popular masses and enriched it in keeping with the developing
revolution in the present era of independence. He formulated the president’s
revolutionary idea into an integrated Juche system of idea, theory and method and
proclaimed the programme of modeling the whole society on the Juche idea so as
to imbue the whole Party with the Juche Idea.
He held the WPK to solve all problems solely in line with the idea, intention and
method of the president Kim Il Sung, founder of the WPK, and thoroughly apply the
requirements of the Juche idea into all fields of the Party building and activities.
In July 1994 when the President suddenly passed away, Kim Jong Il put forward
“The great leader Comrade Kim Il Sung will always be with us” and “Let us arm
ourselves more firmly with the revolutionary ideas of the great leader Comrade Kim
Il Sung!” as the main slogans of the WPK.
As it has been guided by Kim Jong Il, the WPK has developed into a powerful
party with strong independent stand which knows no slightest vacillation in any
storm and ordeal of history but vigorously advances along the road of
accomplishing the of socialism without any mistake or blunder concerning the line.
Party of single-hearted unity
Unity and cohesion of a party can be said to be a basic criterion decisive of its
invincibility and might.
The WPK, steered by the outstanding leadership of Kim Jong Il, has witnessed
neither factions nor consequent strife.
He has developed the Party into an organizational and ideological crystallization
based on one centre and one ideology and will, where all the Party members have
been armed with the idea of their leader and closely rallied around him to act as

one under his leadership, thus forming a perfect, harmonious whole. Regarding all
the Party members as his revolutionary comrades sharing one and the same will
and destiny with him, he has shown his warm love and great trust in them and
turned the WPK into an integral whole in the sense of moral obligation.
Kim Jong Il’s outstanding leadership is not confirmed to the Party alone. He has
given wise guidance to the army, the people and other members of the Korean
society, with the result that the DPRK was able to achieve the integrated whole of
the Party, the army and the people, a reality unprecedented in the history if world’s
politics.
It is not fortuitous that the WPK stood firm in the face of collapse of ruling parties
in some socialist countries one after another in the closing years of the last century
and demonstrated its invincible might throughout the world.
Party deeply rooted among masses
Kim Jong Il ensured that the WPK has taken its root deep among the masses of
the people and enjoyed their absolute support and trust.
Fully embodying the President’s idea “The people are my Good”, he saw to it
that the WPK set it as its supreme principle to serve for the sake of the people’s
interests and thoroughly incorporated it in its work and activities.
As the WPK has administered benevolent politics, an all-embracing politics, for
broad sections of the masses including workers, peasants and intellectuals and
enforced such people-oriented policies as free medical care, free education and
abolition of tax system, the Korean people call it the “mother Party”.
He led all Party officials to work for the people as their faithful servants and the
WPK to enjoy absolute trust of the people by putting forward such slogans as “Let
the whole Party go among the masses!” and “We serve the people”. That is why the
Korean people are now following the WPK, entrusting it with their own destiny and
future, and advancing forward under the slogan of “When the Party is determined,
we can do anything!”. It is well evidenced by the eye-opening events taking place in
this country in the drive to build a great, prosperous and powerful nation.
The Workers’ Party of Korea will always demonstrate its might as an evenvictorious Party as it is guided by the great leader.

